**SR64 DOOR SILENCER**

**INSTRUCTIONS:**
Insert blunt end of 3/32" (2) Ø wire or tool furnished, into the hole in center of silencer. Moisten cone portion and insert into 9/32" (7) Ø hole in stop strip of frame. Push slowly with a circular motion so as to elongate conical portion sufficiently to set silencer in place.

**SR65 DOOR SILENCER**

**INSTRUCTIONS:**
After drilling holes in stop strip, install door silencers in position shown. To anchor securely, drive small brad into stop strip and thru stem of silencers, to prevent removal.

**LOCATION OF SILENCERS:**
On single door frames, install three silencers in vertical stop-strip at locations as shown on drawing opposite.

On pairs of doors, install four silencers in top stop strip, two for each door. The first 3" (76) from center and the other 2" (51) from the first towards the hinge side.

**NOTES:**
1. Allow 1/16" (2) clearance between door and stop strip.
2. Allow 1/8" (3) clearance between door and stop strip when equipped with door closers.
3. Avoid getting paint or varnish on silencers when doors are being finished.
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**SR64 & SR65 DOOR SILENCERS INSTALLATION TEMPLATE**

*NOTE: DIMENSIONS IN () ARE MILLIMETERS.*